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1



Introduction • Bertrand and Cournot competition assume that products sold are homogenous. • Yet this is not what we observe in actual markets (different computers have different design or different technical characteristics).
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–



• Traditional distinction between – vertical differentiation when, at a given price, all consumer’s quantity demanded is larger for one product than for another product (the former product having a higher quality). – horizontal differentiation when, at a given price, consumers differ as to the product for which they demand the largest quantity. • Product differentiation represents a way (other than capacity constraints) of escaping the Bertrand outcome. • But it is also an important dimension of non price competition 3



–



• It also raises new questions regarding the market outcome. 1. Does the market outcome provide the right type of products? 2. Does the market outcome provide appropriate product diversity? • Product differentiation also provides a possible explanation of the size distribution of firms within an industry.
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Outline 2 Product choice 3 Monopolistic competition and long run product diversity. 4 Non localized competition.
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2



Product choice



2.1



Choice of product range by a multi-product monopolist



• Consider the linear city model of Hotelling (1929). • Consumers with unit demand have locations distributed uniformly on the [0, 1] interval. • If a consumer buys at price p a product at distance d from her own location her surplus is r − td − p, r > t > 0. • td represents transport costs or alternatively disutility from consuming a product that differs from the ideal product. 6



–



• Supplying one product involves a fixed cost f > 0 and mar. costs are zero. • Assume first that the monopolist considers serving this market with one product located at 0. • If it supplies the product at price p, the monopolist sells to all consumers with a positive surplus, – that is all consumers for whom x ≤ x ˆ = 1t (r − p), for p≤r – Demand is x ˆ if x ˆ ≤ 1 and 1 otherwise. • The monopolist chooses to supply the product if the monopoly producer surplus exceeds f .
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• The “second best” social optimum requires that the product is provided whenever f is less that total surplus (2nd best refers to the fact that total surplus is computed at nonop. price rather than marg. cost). • Since total surplus is larger than producer surplus the monopolist undersupplies new products. • This is a general result whenever the monopolist cannot perfectly discriminate and therefore has to leave a surplus to consumers. • We now show that the result may not hold anymore if the demand for the new product is related to hte demand for other products already supplied by the monopolist. 8



–



• Consider now the choice of providing a 2nd product located at 1 assuming r = 1 and t = 1/2. • With only one product, the firm serves all consumers at a price of (1/2) thus generating a surplus of (1/2). • If the firm sells both products and charges p0 for the product at 0 and p1 for the product at 1, then – all consumers buy if prices are low enough: the consumer indifferent between the two products is −p0 located at x ˆ = 12 + p12t and demands are x ˆ for product 0 and 1 − x ˆ for product 1. – For large prices, some consumers do not buy and each product’s demand is the single product monopoly demand 2 − 2p. 9



–



• When all consumers are served, the consumer at x ˆ has zero surplus (otherwise the firm could increase prices without losing any customer). We have 1 − (1/2)ˆ x − p0 = 1 − (1/2)(1 − x ˆ ) − p1 = 0



(1)



• Profit may then be written as a function of x ˆ as x ˆ[1 − (1/2)ˆ x] + (1 − x ˆ)[1 − (1/2)(1 − x ˆ)]



(2)



which reaches a max. at x ˆ = 1/2. • Both products are sold at price (3/4) and profit is (3/4). • It is readily verified that not serving all consumers would not yield a higher profit. 10



–



• Hence the monopolist supplies the 2nd product if f ≤ (3/4) − (1/2) = (1/4). • The increase in social surplus is the decrease in transport costs for consumers between (1/2) and 1 which is (1/8). • Then, for 1/8 < f < 1/4, the monopolist provides a second product while this is not socially desirable. • Here the monopolist oversupplies diversity. • This result illustrates that multi-product production is a way for firms to extract more consumer surplus.
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2.2



Choice of quality by a monopolist



2.3



Duopoly in the linear city



2.3.1



Price equilibrium



• Assume now that in the linear city the two products located at 0 and 1 are produced by two different firms, 1 and 2. • They incur identical constant marg. costs of production c > 0. • Reservation price r taken to be large enough that all consumers are served in equilibrium.
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• It is readily verified that if the two firms set prices simultaneously the unique Nash equilibrium is such that they both charge p∗ = c + t. • An increase in t may be interpreted as an increase in product differentiation and hence market power. • The limit case of t = 0 yields pure Bertrand competition. • Yet t is likely to be an exogenous parameter and we might expect that firms will try to affect prod. dif. through their product choice (location on the line).
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Location choice • Assume now that locations are a for Firm 1 and 1 − b for Firm 2, a, b ∈ [0, 1] and 1 − a − b ≥ 0 (so 1 is to the left of 2). • If firms choose the same location 1 − a − b = 0, then the outcome is Bertrand with zero profit. • When locations are different but interior a > 0 and b > 0, demands are discontinuous due to the possibility for each firm to steal its competitor’s niche by undercutting. • This makes profits discontinuous but also not logconcave and when locations are different but close there is no pure strategy equilibrium (see d’Aspremont, Gabszewicz and Thisse, 1979). 14



–



. Location choice with quadratic transport costs • Assume that transport costs are td2 . • Still assuming r is large so market is covered the indifferent consumer is located at x ˆ that solves r − t(ˆ x − a)2 − p1 = r − t(ˆ x − b)2 − p2 . • Hence demands , which are x ˆ for Firm 1 and 1 − x ˆ for Firm 2 are p2 − p 1 1−a−b D1 (p1 , p2 , a, b) = a + + 2 2t(1 − a − b) 1−a−b p1 − p 2 D1 (p1 , p2 , a, b) = b + + 2 2t(1 − a − b)



(3) (4)
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• In the price game (given locations have been chosen in a first stage) Firm 1 maximizes profit anticipating Firm 2’s equilibrium price p∗2   p∗2 − p1 1−a−b + (5) max(p1 − c) a + p1 ≥0 2 2t(1 − a − b) • FOCs yield 1’s best response p∗1



c + p∗2 1+a−b = + t(1 − a − b) 2 2



(6)



• Symmetrically Firm 2’s best response is given by ∗ 1−a+b c + p 1 ∗ + t(1 − a − b) p2 = 2 2



(7)
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• We thus deduce equilibrium prices   a − b p∗1 (a, b) = c + t(1 − a − b) 1 + 3   b−a ∗ p2 (a, b) = c + t(1 − a − b) 1 + 3



(8) (9)



• The term t(1 − a − b) measures the degree of product differentiation. • The term in parenthesis is ≥ 1 or ≤ 1 depending on whether the product is further or closer to the edge than its competitor: the product with the largest niche charges a higher price. • Consider now a first stage where firms select locations simultaneously. 17



–



• Let Π1 (a, b) be Firm 1’s second stage profit if a and b are selected in the 1st stage. • Using an envelop condition corresponding to the optimal choice of prices in the 2nd stage we have   ∗ ∂D1 ∂Π1 ∂D1 ∂p2 ∗ = (p1 − c) + (10) ∂a ∂a ∂p2 ∂a • Since p∗1 > c, the sign of the overall effect depends on the two terms in the second parenthesis. • The first term is the direct effec of increasing a on Firm 1’s demand which is positive. • The 2nd term corresponds to the strategic effect of an increase in a on the competitor’s price: because product differentiation is reduced the Firm 2 will lower its price, which decreases Firm 1’s profit. 18



–



• For the quadratic example, simple calculations show that the overall effect is negative so that choosing a = 0 is a dominant strategy for firm 1 in the 1st stage. • Symmetrically, choosing b = 0 is a dominant strategy for Firm 2 in the first stage.
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2.3.2



Maximal or minimal diferentiation



• The above result may be interpreted as saying that there is maximal differentiation.. • This outcome is the result of the strategic effect whereby each firm tries to keep its competitor’s price high so as to maintain market power.
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• There are howerver forces pulling the firms together that counter balance this effect. 1 1. be where the demand is; this is captured by ∂D in (10). ∂a If firms were allowed to move further out, they woud not go all the way to infinity and would stop at a distance of 1/4 from the end points. Absent the strategic price effect, we would have minimal differentiation as in Hotelling (1929).



2. Externalities related to the production process or to consumer search (though this applies only to geographic space not product space).
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3



Monopolistic competition and long run product diversity



3.1



The circular city (Salop, 1979)



• Modify the circular city model by assuming that consumers are uniformly distributed on a circle and that going from one point to another requires taking the shortest path along the circle (no short cuts). • Transport costs are linear and r is large so that market is covered. • n ≥ 2 firms with identical constant marg. costs c > 0.
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• Each firm sells one product where all products are equidistant so there is distance 1/n betwen two neighboring products.
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Short run equilibrium • In the short run the number of firms is fixed and firms set prices simultaneously. • We focus on a symmetric equilbrium where all firms set the same price p∗ . • Each product competes wiht its two neighbors (localized competition). • Since locations are symmetric, we may consider a generic product 1 < i < n competing with products i − 1 and i + 1. • If Firm i + 1 charges p∗ and Firm i charges pi , then the consumer who is indifferent between the 2 products is p∗ −pi 1 at a distance x ˆ = 2n + 2t 24



–



• Symmetrically the indifferent consumer between products i and i − 1 is at distance x ˆ form product i so that Firm i’s demand is ∗ p − pi 1 ∗ Di (pi , p ) = 2ˆ x= + n t



• Firm i chooses p∗i so as to maximize surplus (pi − c)Di (pi , p∗ ) so it solves FOCs   ∗ ∗ 1 p − p i p∗i − c = t − n t



(11)



(12)



• In equilibrium p∗ = p∗i = c + nt .
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Long run equilibrium • In the long run, a firm faces a fixed cost f > 0 if it enters the market, and the number of firms adjusts so that profit is zero. • From the short run analysis, long run profit of an active firm is nt2 − f . • So the q long run equilibrium number of firms is n∗ = ft .
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Welfare • The socially optimal number of firms minimizes the sum of transport costs and production costs. • Since variable costs are always c we wish to min. the sum of fixed costs and transport costs. • Transport costs between product i and product i + 1 t . are 4nt 2 so total transport costs are 4n • Hence the optimal number of firms n0 should minimize t t + f = 0. + nf and thus satisfy FOCs − 4n (4no )2 q 1 t n∗ o • We therefore have n = 2 f = 2 . • We conclude that the equilibrium number of firms is excessive. 27



–



• Three remarks on this analysis: 1. Entry is a complicated dynamic process where firms may enter in sequence which creates some elaborate strategic behavior in terms of timing of entry or in terms of location. 2. The analysis assumes each firm sells one product whereas if firms are allowed to select a product range, this will also impact product diversity 3. Furthermore, incumbent firms may engage in brand proliferation to prevent further entry (new entrants are crowded out if there are already too many existing products).
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3.2



Monopolistic competition



• Chamberlin (1933) defined monopolistic competition as a situation where the 3 following conditions must hold. 1. Each firm faces a downward sloping inverse demand. 2. Each firm makes zero profit. 3. A price change by one firm has only a negligible effect on the demand of any other firm. • The first condition means that firms have some market power and the second one corresponds to the free entry condition.
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• The long run equilibrium in the circular city satisfies these 2 conditions. • The 3rd condition means that strategic interaction is negligible. • This is not true in the circular city model even with a larage number of firms because each firm competes with its neighbors (competition is localized). • Non localized competition models are discussed in the next section.
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• One typical conclusion from this model is that the number of firms in the long run is excessive. • Let Di (pi , p−i ) be Firm i’s demand at price pi given that competitors are charging prices p−i . • The zero profit condition requires that at Firm i’s quantity, there are increasing returns to scale so that average cost could be decreased by increasing quantity: – graphically Firm i’s demand curve must be tangent to its average cost curve so that average cost must be decreasing.
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• However, Firm i’s demand is strictly decreasing only if its product is differentiated from all competing products. • Hence the introduction of a new product generates additional surplus (e.g. by reducing transport costs on the circle) and this benefit is ignored by the reasoning that is only concerned with exhausting increasing returns to scale. • Overall, it is ambiguous whether entry is excessive or insufficient.
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• The 2 countervailing eternalities imparted by an entrant firm are: 1. Non appropiability of social surplus; the new product generates social surplus that the firm cannot fully extract form consumers (so entry would be insufficient) 2. Market stealing: the entrant steals some consumers away from other firms who as a result lose profit (so entry would be excessive). • Most results for specific model suggest that there is over entry although the extent of over entry is small (this is as compared to the 2nd-best social optimum where prices are chosen by firms).
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4



Non localized competition • Competition is said to be non localized when the demand for one product depends on prices of all other products.



.



4.1



Representative consumer model



• Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) and Spence (1976) study monopolistic competition using a representative consumer model for demand.
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• The consumer consumes n + 1 goods for which utility is given by  1 ! ρ n X ¯ = U q0 , U qiρ  (13) i=1



where q0 is a numeraire good. • Consumer has income I so her budget constraint is Pn q0 + i=1 pi qi = I



4.2



Discrete choice with random unility
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